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However, the disease is well related with Subcortical Dementia, which is a similar condition only different in
just smaller units of measurement. This indicates the existence of a clear disconnection between the animal
model and the human condition [ 17 ] that is not taken into sufficient account by investigators. Alois
Alzheimer. It usually starts with recent memory loss â€” then progresses to forgetting where you are, familiar
faces and names. In people with Alzheimer's disease, the cells that produce acetylcholine are 6 damaged or
killed and levels of the chemical gradually decline in the brain. In addition to research techniques, we also
consider related pitfalls and flaws in the current research funding system. The specialist, usually a psychiatrist,
will then continue to rule out other possible illnesses through testing. This figure is more than that of
Parkinson's disease, cancer and multiple sclerosis combined. Alzheimer attended the same Catholic school that
his father and brothers went to Gibbs. This chemical carries electrical signals from one neuron to another and
is essential for memory, judgment and learning. Indeed, aging causes problems with memory and behavior but
the former is a clinical procedure and process. Can you imagine that one day the very thing you loved to do,
would be helping others remember their lost memories and that you succumbed to that very same disease It
regulates the sensory, integrative and motor function of the body. Abstract Although dementia has been
described in ancient texts over many centuries e. The Egyptian people realized that aging and memory loss
could coincide. The presence of these plaques is also common to other types of dementia. Many experts
believe that the risks associated with normal aluminum exposure are low. He had a patient who had been
experiencing memory loss, difficulty speaking, and atypical behavior One of a few exceptions is dementia.
Definition of Alzheimer 's Disease Alzheimer 's is a progressive, degenerative disorder that attacks the brain 's
neurons or nerve cells, resulting in loss of memory, thinking and behavioral changes and language skills Here
we critically discuss these issues in order to determine how existing human-based methods can be applied to
study AD pathology and develop novel therapeutics. The care giver must obtain information and education
about the disease in order to effectively care for the victim. Much of the traditional AD research has been
based on the use of animal models, often transgenic Tg and inbred mice, in an effort to recapitulate genetic
and pathological traits of human disease [ 11 ]. The first case occurred in the when a woman died on a unusual
mental illness. An examination of current methodological approaches, suggests a bias in the peer-review
process in favor of using these animal models versus alternative approaches. The neurons being cut off and
destroyed by two abnormal structures. The damage eventually affects cells that control and coordinate
movement. The presence of these tangles was first discovered in by the German neurologist Alois Alzheimer,
hence the name Alzheimer's disease. Since the disease 's discovery, scientists, psychiatrist, and many other
medical professionals have worked diligently to learn more about the disease 's effects and potential
treatments to hinder its rapid progression. Back then people did not worry about the disease because they
would only live for about 30 years Kelly, Memory can be categorized in two ways: short-term memory and
long- term memory. From the moment you take your first steps, to the moment where you take your last, your
body and mind are constantly going through developments, good or bad. Hallucinations may be visual or aural
and may be exacerbated by loss of hearing or sight. The initial symptoms of AD are usually brushed off as a
natural part of aging. However, some people develop a condition called early-onset Alzheimer's disease as
early as their 20s. This disease has diverse effects on each person diagnosed with it. It is a disease of the brain
that started slowly and gets worse as the time progresses. If someone were to compare two characters in the
movie, could they not compare Alice at the beginning of her diagnosis and at the end of it. Brain functions
such as memory, comprehension, and speech deteriorate. Analogously, the Framingham Heart Study has
reported a decline of both vascular risk factors and the risk of dementia associated with heart failure, stroke, or
atrial fibrillation over the course of thirty years [ 10 ]. Neurofibrillary tangles are twisted fibers also made
from protein that build up inside the neurons.


